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Background: Several studies have suggested that combining radiotherapy (RT) to
immunotherapy (IO) may be synergistic but many questions are still pending regarding
the radiation modalities to optimize this combination, such as the choice of the lesion
to irradiate. Radiomics consists in the analysis of quantitative data extracted from
standard medical imaging to generate imaging biomarkers. A previous study published
in The Lancet Oncology has shown that a radiomic signature could predict the CD8
cells infiltration, which is associated with the activity of anti-PD-1/PD-L1. We aimed to
assess whether this biomarker could help to guide IO-RT combinations.

Methods: Patients from three clinical studies of IO-RT combinations with advanced
solid tumors in two institutions were screened. Patients with available baseline (E0)
and first evaluation (E1) CTs were included. Immunotherapy consisted in 4 different
drugs. Hypofractionated conformal RT or stereotactic RT of one tumor lesion was
delivered after the start of IO for most of the patients. The irradiated lesion and a sam-
ple of non-irradiated lesions were delineated from E0 and E1 CTs. Radiomics features
were extracted and the published radiomic signature was applied to estimate the CD8
cells.

Results: 84 patients were included. 244 tumor lesions were delineated on the E0 CT,
including the 84 lesions which were selected for irradiation. Median time between IO
and RT start was 21 days (IQR: 9-24), and 2.4 mo between E0 and E1 (IQR: 1.3 - 3). 80
irradiated lesions and 152 non irradiated lesions remained at E1. At baseline, the vol-
ume and the radiomic score of TIL (RS) were not different between the two groups
(irradiation or no) (p¼ 0.94 and 0.50). While the mean volume of the analyzed lesions
was not different from E1 to E0 (p¼ 0.15), irradiated lesions were significantly smaller
at E1 (p¼ 0.03). A high RS in the irradiated lesion at E1 (compared to the median
value) was associated with PFS (HR¼ 0.57, IC95%: 0.345-0.95, p¼ 0.031) irrespective
of the volume in multivariate analysis but was not significantly associated with OS.

Conclusions: Radiomic score of the irradiated lesion was associated with PFS. Such
biomarker may help to guide the selection of the lesion to irradiate in IO-RT
combinations.
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Background: To determine biomarkers predictive of overall survival (OS) in advanced
cancer patients treated with a peptide-based cancer vaccine.

Methods: The samples from two randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, phase
III trials of personalized peptide vaccine (PPV) for advanced prostate cancer patients
(n¼ 306) and recurrent glioblastoma (n¼ 88) patients, those from one single arm
phase II trial of PPV for various types of advanced cancer patients (n¼ 2588), and those
from one randomized placebo-controlled non-personalized phase II trial (n¼ 51) were
provided for this retrospective biomarker study.

Results: No significant differences in clinical benefit (overall survival, OS) were found
between the patients receiving PPV and those receiving placebo in each of the two
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, phase III trials. The neutrophil or

lymphocyte proportion in advanced prostate cancer patients prior to study entry was a
biomarker discriminating the PPV patients (70%) who showed significantly shorter OS
relative to placebo patients from the remaining PPV patients who showed significantly
longer OS relative to placebo patients. The CCL2 level prior to the study entry in recur-
rent glioblastoma patients was the other biomarker discriminating the PPV patients
(40%) who showed significantly shorter OS relative to placebo patients from the
remaining PPV patients who showed significantly longer OS relative to placebo
patients. The neutrophil or lymphocyte proportion prior to study entry was also a bio-
marker discriminating the PPV patients (60%) with significantly shorter OS from the
remaining PPV patients entered in the single arm phase II study in all the advanced can-
cer patients other than gastric cancer or glioblastoma patients. This marker could also
discriminate patients who showed significantly shorter OS from the remaining patients
in the non-personalized peptide vaccine phase II study for prostate cancer patients.

Conclusions: Peptide-based cancer vaccine shortened the OS of a large portion, but
not all, of advanced cancer patients with various types of cancer. Prospective clinical
studies of peptide-based cancer vaccines using the newly defined prognostic markers
may be warranted.
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Background: The aim of this study was to research whether there was expression of
PD-L1 in plasma exosome of NSCLC patients and whether its expression can partly
represent PD-L1 expression of corresponding lung tumor tissues.

Methods: Plasma was collected before and after surgery of NSCLC patients with stage
II to stage III. Plasma of NSCLC patients with stage IV was also collected before and
after anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy. Digital PCR was used to detect PD-L1 and b-actin
mRNA expression of plasma exosomes. Expression of PD-L1 in tumor tissues was
determined by immunohistochemical staining (22C3). Pearson correlation analysis
and wilcoxon rank sum test was performed by SPSS 22.0.

Results: A total of 126 patients (54 patients with surgery and 72 patients with non-sur-
gery therapy) were participated in this study. Exosomal PD-L1 expression can be
detected in all plasma samples. Exosomal expression of PD-L1 calculated by both abso-
lute quantification method and relative quantification method showed a positive corre-
lation with PD-L1 expression of tumor tissues (absolute quantification method:
r2¼0.289, P¼ 0.001; relative quantification method: r2¼0.547, P¼ 0.000). However,
expression of exosomal PD-L1 calculated by relative quantification calculation showed
higher correlation. Exosomal PD-L1 expression significantly decreased after surgery
(P< 0.001) and three patients who showed good response (PR) to anti-PD-1/PD-L1
therapy also showed significantly decreasing exosomal PD-L1 expression after anti-
PD-1/PD-L1 therapy (P< 0.001).

Conclusions: Plasma exosomes of NSCLC patients contains substantial expression of
PD-L1. Plasma exosomal PD-L1 expression showed high correlation with PD-L1
expression of tumor tissues. Exosomal PD-L1 expression could represent PD-L1
expression of tumor tissues and might be a potential predictive marker for anti-PD-1/
PD-L1 therapy.
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Background: Digital biomarkers allow for continuous remote patient monitoring and
will potentially change the way healthcare is provided and clinical trials are designed.
We conducted a study to identify current preferences and interest in digital biomarkers
in patients with advanced urological cancers.
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